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Workshops with members of the district council (2019-1) 



Workshops with members of the district council (2019-2) 

t1p.de/sdg-nf

http://www.t1p.de/sdg-nf


Result:   District council resolution, 13.9.2019

Allocation of products and services
of the district budget,

„Kreis Nordfriesland

is based on SDGs and uses developed 
indicators for strategic alignment:

Control over product and performance targets 
negotiated between politics and administration 
and the funds and positions made available for 
this in the context of budgeting.

This transformation process 
should be accompanied externally.”

Merging strategic goals and 
Climate protection concept with the SDGs,

https://ratsinfo.nordfriesland.de/vorgang/?__=UGhVM0hpd2NXNFdFcExjZU7S7ASUkuBD8dM0zPi5F14


“Sustainability becomes the benchmark for all decisions, products and 
investments.   …   The smart thing about the way of working is that it is totally 
aimed at making an impact. … 
It's a large-scale learning project from everyone involved.”



Sustainability + Impact-oriented control in science
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2019

2019



Coalition agreement of the new federal 
government in Germany from 24.11.2021:

"The 17 Sustainable Development Goals of the United Nations (SDG) are 
guidelines for our policy.“

“With our political measures we want to achieve our political goals 
effectively and verifiably. To this end, we will gradually convert the federal 
budget (excluding personnel and administrative expenses) to target and 
impact-oriented budget management, within the framework of which the 
political and content-related objectives of all funding and spending 
programs are clearly defined, measurable and have the intended impact as 
early as the political decision-making process Aligned indicators (e.g. 
SMART goals) are translated and given set evaluation deadlines. We want to 
evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of measures through a regular and 
comprehensive impact assessment, in the form of a uniform controlling, 
and develop additional budgetary leeway in order to be able to achieve our 
political goals more effectively. "

Like a current confirmation: 



Control benefits

Information contained in district budget

Efficiency Effectiveness

Sustainability in budget  - added value for controlling

Commercial budget Product budget Sustainability budget

- Budget est. curr. and previous year
- Result from the previous year

Management of funds: 
What resources do we want / can 
we use in the coming year?

- Budget est. curr. and previous year
- Result from the previous year

- Product descriptions (operational)
- Services, possibly quantity/quality

- Budget est. curr. and previous year
- Result from the previous year

- Product descriptions (operational)
- Services, possibly quantity/quality

- Target groups and strategic goals
- Indicators on impact goals

Management of the services: 
Do we want to adjust the scope or 
the quality of the services?

(short-term control)

Directing Development:
Have we set the right goals and 
target groups and will we achieve 
them with our services?

(long-term control) 



Time for questions


